PAPERFLOW

Synergy creates opportunities
Wide know-how and advanced
solutions in one single reality
For packaging, board converting, finishing and book-binding
there is now Paperflow group, a strong partnership between
4 manufacturers working in machine’s automation that
cooperate in synergy to offer you innovative solutions for
the whole graphic art production workflow and paperboard
handling also.
Having one single reference for each step of the production
process will enable you to speed up your projects and not
wasting time, always targeting new goals in productivity and
profitability.
As a matter of fact, thanks to the exclusive integration of the
specific experiences gained by the four founding companies,
you will be capable to shape paper and to convert into
high-value, innovating and well-structured communication
products.

The Peroni Ruggero company specialize in the newest
technologies and solutions regardind mechanics and
electronics, basically aiming at the construction and the
supplying for the manufacturing of filing systems, from board
case-making to the application of elastic strips onto agendas
and notebooks.
We propose special machines for each kind of process in the
work lines of paper converting, school and office bookbinding
and luxury packaging.

Solema creates machinery and machine systems for the
industrial automation of graphic arts and board converting.
We manage internally the design, production and assembly
phases.
This means we have a complete and steady control of the
working process and it allows us to supply efficient and
flexible aanswers for every situation.

We are completely italian company with an experience
of almost 50 years in finishing, graphics arts and paper
converting, able to propose a wide range of products
customized on every our client.
Every productive process, from project to construction, from
assembling to final test is made entirely by our high qualified
staff in our production sites located nearby Cremona.

Using our highly developed electro-mechanical engineering
skills, we produce machines for the binding and finishing
sectors which can be seamlessly integrated into our client’s
existing production cycles or used alongside other systems.
We are able to offer innovative high-tech solutions, producing
machinery for standard or custom production needs.

Why choose to work
with Paperflow?
Working with Paper Flow group means to have a solid
reference that helps You constantly to increase your
production making you even more competitive on the market.
You will have a partner to build the whole workflow, thanks to
a wide range of coordinate purposes.
The goal is to make every phase of the graphic arts supply
chain fluid and faster.

contact@paperflow.eu

www.paperflow.eu

